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            Abstract
Biosynthesis of glycogen, the essential glucose (and hence energy) storage molecule in humans, animals and fungi1, is initiated by the glycosyltransferase enzyme, glycogenin (GYG). Deficiencies in glycogen formation cause neurodegenerative and metabolic disease2,3,4, and mouse knockout5 and inherited human mutations6 of GYG impair glycogen synthesis. GYG acts as a ‘seed core’ for the formation of the glycogen particle by catalysing its own stepwise autoglucosylation to form a covalently bound gluco-oligosaccharide chain at initiation site Tyr 195. Precise mechanistic studies have so far been prevented by an inability to access homogeneous glycoforms of this protein, which unusually acts as both catalyst and substrate. Here we show that unprecedented direct access to different, homogeneously glucosylated states of GYG can be accomplished through a palladium-mediated enzyme activation ‘shunt’ process using on-protein C–C bond formation. Careful mimicry of GYG intermediates recapitulates catalytic activity at distinct stages, which in turn allows discovery of triphasic kinetics and substrate plasticity in GYG’s use of sugar substrates. This reveals a tolerant but ‘proof-read’ mechanism that underlies the precision of this metabolic process. The present demonstration of direct, chemically controlled access to intermediate states of active enzymes suggests that such ligation-dependent activation could be a powerful tool in the study of mechanism.
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                    Fig. 1: Palladium-mediated C(sp2)–C(sp2) ligation as a strategy for mechanistic investigation of glycogenin.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Generation of homogeneously glucosylated, catalytically active GYG glycoforms and kinetic studies of GYG-Glc and GYG-Glc-Glc.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Donor and acceptor plasticity of GYG.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Natural and unnatural pathways of GYG catalysis further delineate a triphasic mechanism and reveal a possible proof-reading step.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Biological and chemical methods for glycogen assembly.
a, Mechanism of glycogen biosynthesis in eukaryotes. The glycosyltransferase enzyme glycogenin (GYG; top left) catalyses its successive, stepwise autoglucosylation at Tyr195 to form a short enzyme-bound maltooligosaccharide, which undergoes further extension and branching catalysed by glycogen synthase (GYS) and glycogen branching enzyme (GBE) to form mature glycogen particles. Intermediate glucosylation states of glycogenin cannot be isolated in homogeneous form via conventional biological methods, hindering precise mechanistic studies. b, The formation of glycogen from GYG placed in the context of the entire glycogenesis pathway (beginning from free glucose) and glycogenolysis pathway. A wide range of pathological conditions (text in red) are known to arise from malfunction of one of the many enzymes (text in black) involved. c, An alternative chemical method, involving site-selective ligation of sugar-mimic moieties to a GYG species bearing an amino acid ‘tag’ at the 195 site, may allow direct access to defined, homogeneous GYG glucosylation states corresponding to intermediates along the autoglucosylation pathway. This could, in turn, enable study of GYG mechanism with increased precision, through analysis of individual autoglucosylation steps.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Development of chemically addressable GYG scaffold as a strategy for mechanistic investigation.
a, GYG-pIPhe195 enzyme (top, middle), which lacks a native glycosyl acceptor and thus cannot undergo glucosylation, represents a suitable substrate for Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling to a range of boronic acids (boxed), to generate potentially active enzyme species that mimic defined GYG glycoforms. In this way, inactive GYG-pIPhe195 might be activated through C–C bond-forming ligation allowing pre-determined, ‘shunted’ access to intermediate catalyst states of GYG. b, Expression of GYG-195pIPhe in Escherichia coli using a polyhistidine tag removable by TEV cleavage was confirmed by LC-MS (shown; y axis, m/z ratio) and showed structural similarity to wild-type enzyme. Similar LC-MS spectra were obtained for at least three analogous expressions. Circular dichroism plots (one shown, with ellipticity versus wavelength) are mean averages of three successive measurements of the same sample (n = 1). c, d, Overlay (c) and (d) enlarged view of the chain A acceptor arm for the structures of GYG-Y195X (Mn2+ + UDP; this study) (red), GYG-Phe (Mn2+ + UDPG) (yellow), GYG-WT (Glc4 + UDP) (blue), and GYG-WT (Glc6 + UDP) (green). Inset to d, 2Fo − Fc electron density map for Y195pIPhe of the acceptor arm. The acceptor arm in chain B is disordered (marked by red-dashed line in c) and probably adopts multiple conformations to accommodate the equivalent pIPhe group. e, Evidence of dimer formation for GYG in solution. Left, SEC-SAXS signal plot. Each orange point represents the integrated area of the ratio of the sample SAXS curve to the estimated background. Each blue point shows radius of gyration (Rg) estimated from the Guinier region for each frame. Right, main panel, logarithmic intensity plot of subtracted and merged SAXS frames. Cyan circles represent averaged buffer frames subtracted from averaged sampled frames. Black circles represent the median of the buffer frames subtracted from the averaged sample frames. Above, aligned, averaged and refined DAMMIN ab initio model (grey) superimposed with the dimeric GYG1 crystal structure (PDB 6eqj) using supcomb. SAXS analysis was performed from 16 independent scattering measurements of one biological sample.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Effect of Suzuki–Miyaura reagents and conditions on autoglucosylation activity and one-pot Suzuki–Miyaura autoglucosylation.
a, Effect of different Suzuki–Miyuara reaction (scheme shown) components on GYG-WT activity. Bottom, plots illustrating proportions of glycoforms present before (black) and after (red) glucosylation assay, as calculated from the relative peak intensities of each glycoform in the corresponding LC-MS spectra, and represent single experiments (n = 1) carried out in parallel. Boronic acid and the Pd-scavenger DTT (dithiothreitol) did not appear to cause enzymatic inactivation in isolation. In the presence of palladium with limited Pd-removal/refolding steps, either far more limited activity (Pd + DTT) or no activity (all components) was seen. This highlighted that Pd was the key issue regarding GYG-WT activity. b, The effect of cross-coupling reaction components on GYG-WT structure, as shown by circular dichroism analysis. Neither DTT nor boronic acid (m-CH2OH) caused any substantial alteration to secondary structure. Palladium catalyst, however, caused clear alteration of secondary structure. This effect could however be avoided through minimized Pd concentrations and thorough Pd-scavenging and removal (see c). Circular dichroism plots represent mean averages of three measurements of the same sample (n = 1). c, Demonstration of ‘enzyme-compatible’ Pd-mediated ligation. Through minimizing the Pd concentrations employed, and post-reaction Pd removal, cross-coupling conditions compatible with retention of GYG-WT activity were developed (top row). The plot in the bottom row illustrates proportions of glycoforms present before (black) and after (red) glucosylation assay, as calculated from relative peak intensities of each glycoform in corresponding LC-MS spectra (boxed), and represents a single experiment (n = 1; note however that the ‘1-m-CH2OH’ experiment in Extended Data Fig. 4 is near-identical, differing only in glucosylation time). Circular dichroism (rightmost plot, bottom row) additionally confirmed structural similarity of GYG-WT enzyme before and after subjection to optimized cross-coupling conditions. See also Extended Data Fig. 2 for more details of structural analyses by X-ray crystallography. Circular dichroism plots represent mean averages of three measurements of the same sample (n = 1). d, One-pot SMC of GYG-Y195X and autoglucosylation of GYG-Glc (top row). Autoglucosylation is greater when palladium scavenging is carried out before glucosylation assay quenching (reaction 1) than vice versa (reaction 2). LC-MS data represent single experiments run in parallel (n = 1). e, Average number of glucoses added per enzyme upon treatment of GYG-WT in the presence of varying final concentrations of Pd (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 mM). Data are mean average of three independent replicates (n = 3); error bars are ±1 s.d.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Cross-coupling to ‘simple mimics’ and assessment of catalytic activity of products.
Top row, ‘simple’ substrate templates were introduced using aryl boronic acids 1-o-CH2OH, 1-m-CH2OH, 1-p-CH2OH (exploring different angles of nucleophile display) and 1-m-OH, 1-p-OH (exploring reduced nucleophile length with similar angles) (shown in second row). These proceeded with useful to high conversions (Supplementary Methods, Section 6) to allow the direct creation of systematically altered GYG conjugates bearing substrate mimics: GYG-o-CH2OH, GYG-m-CH2OH, GYG-p-CH2OH, GYG-m-OH, GYG-p-OH. LC-MS analysis showed that none of the cross-coupled products showed autoglucosylation activity (upper scheme, detail in Supplementary Methods, Section 6). Irrespective of the systematically varied nature of the glycan-mimic substrate templates (orientation, length or pKa), none led to efficient mimicry of substrate moiety and hence activation of autoglucosylation. Notably, also, the truncated, ‘linker-only’ variant GYG-allyl-OH was inactive, highlighting further the critical need of an effective mimic moiety for such ‘shunting’. Thus, despite successful Pd-mediated ligation, these ‘simple’ templates provided ineffective mimicry. Identically treated GYG-WT, run in parallel as a positive control in each case, showed detectable activity (central scheme). Bar charts (bottom two rows) are graphical representations of the LC-MS data for treated GYG-WT, showing abundances of each GYG glycoform before (black) and after (red) autoglucosylation assay. Bar charts are representations of single LC-MS experiments (n = 1, Supplementary Tables 13, 14).


Extended Data Fig. 5 Proposed species observed during cross-couplings to GYG-Y195X and possible mechanisms responsible for their formation.
a, Left to right, unreacted GYG-Y195X (in certain cases), cross-coupled product, de-iodination product, and a species observed uniquely in carbohydrate couplings and proposed to result from ‘reductive substitution’ of the carbohydrate moiety (with ‘hydride’, probably from a hydrido-palladium species). b, Formation of cross-coupling side-products is illustrated using coupling to boronic acid 1-Glc as an example. The relationship of these possible mechanisms to that of productive Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling is highlighted. The generally accepted mechanism for de-iodination (red) involves coordination of a β-hydride-containing ligand to Pd following the initial oxidative addition step of cross-coupling; subsequent β-hydride elimination affords a hydrido-palladium species, reductive elimination from which affords de-iodinated side-product. ‘Reductive substitution’, seen here for carbohydrate systems only (blue), could be rationalized by the well documented ability of Pd to cleave Callyl–O bonds, including those of allylic glycosides such as GYG-Glc, to form a π-allyl species. Quenching of the latter with the same hydrido-palladium complex as invoked in de-iodination—such use of a ‘hydride scavenger’ in Pd-catalysed de-allylation is a well documented process36,37,38—would result in a ‘reductive substitution’ product, that is, replacement of the carbohydrate moiety (here, glucose) with hydride. Blue sphere, Glc, ‘Ar–I’, pIPhe195 of GYG.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Distributions of glycoforms in assays of GYG variants and the proposed triphasic mechanism.
a, Species with up to 12 glucose sugar residues attached are observed during autoglucosylation of GYG-WT-0Glc after 900 s reaction time (the key shows reaction time). Glc-0 is slow to decline, while accumulation of later glycoforms (for example, Glc-7, Glc-8) is observed. This is consistent with the slow-fast-slow profile observed for the cross-coupled system, highlighting the relevance of the latter. b, Species with up to 13 sugars attached are observed during autoglucosylation of GYG-Glc (left) and GYG-Glc-Glc (right). c, No species with more than 8 sugars is seen during autogalactosylation of the same enzymes even after 120 min reaction time. Data represent mean averages from n independent replicate kinetic assays (n = 4 for GYG-Glc glucosylation, n = 5 for GYG-Glc-Glc glucosylation, n = 3 for all others). Error bars are ±1 s.d. d, Proposed triphasic mechanism inferred from kinetic experiments. GYG-Glc-Glc exhibits only two distinct phases (fast → slow); the slower initiation step for GYG-Glc represents an additional first (slow) phase before reaching the disaccharide of GYG-Glc-Glc.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Kinetic analyses and comparison of GYG-WT-0Glc with ‘shunted’ GYG-glycomimetics.
a, Left, reaction scheme (top) with R variants under (boxed). Right, overlayed kinetic profiles (left plot) and initial rates (right plot) for GYG-WT-0Glc, GYG-Glc, GYG-Glc-Glc  and GYG-Glc6. Data are shown as mean ± s.d. from n independent replicate kinetic assays (n = 4 for GYG-Glc, n = 5 for GYG-Glc-Glc, n = 3 for GYG-WT-0Glc, n = 2 for GYG-Glc6). b, Apparent rate constants for autoglucosylation of GYG-WT-0Glc, GYG-Glc, GYG-Glc-Glc and GYG-Glc6 allowed us to re-construct, using autoglucosylation kinetic parameters of each of the ‘shunted’ glycomimetics (right), an autoglucosylation profile in good agreement with the GYG-WT-0Glc kinetic data (left: top overlay, profile; bottom overlay, nonlinear fit). Data are shown as mean ± s.d. for n independent replicate kinetic assays (n = 4 for GYG-Glc, n = 5 for GYG-Glc-Glc, n = 3 for GYG-WT-0Glc, n = 2 for GYG-Glc6). c, To ensure that there were no potential artefactual catalytic effects from a de-iodinated side-product giving rise to this previously unobserved rapid phase via intermolecular glucosylation, we also explored its effect when added in pure form to reactions (scheme shown left); rather than any enhancement it gave rise only to slight suppression, thereby discounting this possibility. Observed rates (k-values) are essentially independent of levels of GYG-Y195F, which lacks native acceptor capacity, highlighting that our conclusions are not influenced by such cross-coupling side products. Data are shown as mean ± s.d. for n independent replicate kinetic assays (n = 3).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Glycogenin dynamics, glycoform mimics and active site structure considering acceptors of different length.
a, Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of the enzymatic Cα atoms (top). Results are obtained from the MD simulations of the intra ‘UDP-Glc + GYG-WT-Glc3’ Michaelis complex. Coloured segments in plot correspond to the regions coloured in the structure below (see Supplementary Information for details). b, Top, modelled complex of the GYG glycoform mimic (right column), in comparison with the WT complex (left column). Blue balls represent Glc units, and the red and thin rectangle represents the allyl moiety. Bottom, normalized distributions of the donor–acceptor C1–O4 distances. Both inter and intra conformations gave similar results. c, Structural superposition of intra and inter conformations for ‘UDP-Glc + GYG-WT-Glcn’ complexes, with n = 0 to n = 5 Glc units (six left-hand panels). The orange loop corresponds to the acceptor arm of the same subunit of the active site that is displayed (that is, intra), and the white loop is the acceptor arm of the opposite subunit (inter). The protein loop coloured in blue hinders the approach of short acceptors in intra conformations. Specifically, the loop clashes with Tyr195 for the n = 0 (intra), causing it to move away from the donor, as indicated by the black arrow. The n = 1 (intra) is also affected by the loop, as reflected in the shift of the corresponding C1–O4 frequency peak. Frequency distributions are shown in the respective six right-hand panels. Each distribution was obtained from 0.4 μs of simulation data. The maximum frequency peak for intra/inter conformations correspond to 6.4/3.8 Å (n = 0), at 3.6/3.2 Å (n = 1), 3.3/3.3 Å (n = 2) and 3.2/3.2 Å (n = 3). Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Glycogenin plasticity and simulations of the glucosylation reaction mechanism.
a, Modelled intra ‘UDP-Glc + (Glc)2-Tyr195’ complexes (panels on left) and normalized distribution of the C1–O4 distances considering donor and acceptor Gal variants (panels on right). The change of Glc (blue) to Gal (yellow) in the acceptor displaces the reactive hydroxyl by 0.5 Å (from 3.3 Å to 3.8 Å). The Gal modification at the donor site displays alternative conformations (not shown) in which the OH-2 and OH-3 substituents interact with D163. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. b, Computed free-energy landscape for the intra ‘UDP-Glc + GYG-WT-Glc3’ reaction catalysed by GYG (contour lines at 1 kcal mol−1; left panel) and atomic rearrangement along the reaction pathway (six panels on the right). Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity, except OH-2, OH-3 and OH-4 of the acceptor sugar, the OH-2 of the donor sugar and those of the side-chain amide NH2 of Q164. Bonds being broken/formed are represented as dashed red lines (snapshots 1 and 3). c, Hydrogen-bond interactions (dashed lines; from PDBs 3T7O, 3U2V and 3U2U) that were restrained during the first steps of the initial classical MD simulations. Q164, interacting with the acceptor OH-3, is not shown for clarity.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Other methods considered for generation of GYG glycoforms.
Illustrated here are hypothetical strategies for generating a GYG-monosaccharide conjugate based on tags incorporated through amber codon suppression to ensure site-specific glycosylation; the corresponding natural glycoform is shown for comparison. The top boxed scheme chosen in this study is compared with other possible and useful methods shown below. Subjective views on perceived, possible advantages of our chosen strategy (Suzuki–Miyaura coupling; boxed) are highlighted, along with reasons for our selection over alternative approaches.
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